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         Date: August 19, 2020 

This is to notify all the bidders and their representatives that, following clarifications have been 

made to the queries sent from pre-bid meeting held on August 5, by email to info@dotm.gov.np 

or registered on DoTM through hard copy for “Supply and Delivery of Driving License Smart 

Card” (IFB- DoTM/G/ICB-1/2077/78) dated July 13, 2020 is replied to all respective address is 

published in https://bolpatra.gov.np/egp/  (National Electronic Government Procurement System) 

and in https://dotm.gov.np , the web portal of the Department of Transport Management. 

Question: 1. What about the payment schedule. Is it possible to make partial payment before delivery?  

Purchaser’s Response: As per the prevailing public procurement law of Nepal, advance or partial payment 

before performance of the contract is done only against a bank guarantee and the provision is more 

commonly exercised for procurement of construction works. However, no partial payment before delivery 

is possible in the present procurement.  

Question: 2. For the sample cards, do we need to use the existing card art work as shown in page 74 of 

tender document or do we have to produce a different artwork but with the required security features listed 

in the tender document? Can DOTM share the artwork soft files to reproduce some of the security features? 

E.g., Guilloches uses a specific algorithm/software to create the curve and it is impossible to reproduce it 

as is. Alternatively, can it be “similar” instead of “same”. Please confirm 

Purchaser’s Response: The same artworks and security features as shown in figures in page number 74 

and 75 should be replicated. The purchaser will provide workable soft copies of the artworks and details 

regarding security features at the time of contract. The political map of Nepal and the coat of arms of Nepal 

that form parts of the artwork, will have to be replaced with new designs that will be officially provided by 

the purchaser at the time of contract.  

Question: 3. Sample- 10 Units. Does that mean that our principal company has to work with the given 

design, namely 'copy' it for the samples? Or would that be enough if our principal company would use on 

Department marketing graphics, with modifying the security features according to the tender requirements? 

Purchaser’s Response: The provision in page number 37 (BDS- ITB12.1(h)),  page number 50 (point number 

10)  and page number 72 (point number 15) regarding sample cards and test report have been amended. 

Kindly refer to our Addenda notice for amendment details.  

Question: 4. Kindly provide at least two weeks extension. 
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Purchaser’s Response: Kindly see our Addenda Notice 

Question: 5. Our understanding about- "ID management system" is- cards and personalization machines. 

Kindly confirm. Please clarify the bidder will just supply and delivery Driving License Smarts Card 

and Department of Transport Management would be responsible for the personalization of the blank 

documents card supplied by the bidder? 

Purchaser’s Response: Purchaser’s response: The bidder/supplier will only supply cards. Personalization 

will be done by the purchaser in the existing equipment (MATICA S6200LX Mass Printer) using existing 

personalization system.  

Question: 6. Color picture comes from personalization machine. Therefore may we request you to include 

personalization machine and software in tender? Please confirm if the cards should be compatible with 

existing personalization equipment. If compatibility is required we request you to modify as" the card 

should support laser engraving of text the card should support personalization of photo in gray scale and 

color" 

Purchaser’s Response: The present bid is invited only for supply and delivery of smart card driving 

licenses and not for personalization system and printer. The requirement regarding ‘color laser engraving 

of photo’ has been amended. Kindly see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 7. Do you have your own laser engraving machine? If Yes please name the make brand and 

model to analyze the compatibility. 

Purchaser’s Response: Yes. We do have. MATICA S6200LX Mass Printer with a personalization 

system. 

Question: 8. What about the certification, are all mentioned mandatory to comply or you may also consider 

some other certification? As you know sometimes certification constraint to come many good suppliers and 

this plays vital role to filter out others. 

Purchaser’s Response: All the certifications mentioned in the Bid document are mandatory.  

Question: 9. We are interested in 1400000 smart diving license cards. During our evaluation, we are not 

able to find the details about the CPU chip model required. Thus you are requested to the specification for 

the CPU chip model whether there is specific model or we can use any model. 
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Purchaser’s Response: CPU chip should fulfill all the requirements mentioned in the bid document. Also 

kindly see the additional provision regarding EAL certification in Addenda.  

Question: 10. What is the process of cardholder verification?- What is the file structure of cardholder 

information?- The chip is Java OS. We understand that the DL Application is a java applet own by DoTM. 

Will DoTM load the applet and then personalize the cardholder data at the printer? For DL Application, is 

it a standard application like LDS (Logical Data Structure)? Otherwise, please name DoTM's DL 

Application. 

Purchaser’s Response: The purchaser will personalize the card using its own personalization software. 

Successful bidder can visit the personalization center of the purchaser and verify the features of the JAVA 

applications to make the supplied cards compatible with the existing system.   

Question: 11.The current specification does not include any security certification for the chip and is very 

basic in nature which means data inside the chip can be easily manipulated and changed. 

Purchaser’s Response: The requirement for security certification of the chip has been added. Kindly see 

the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 12. What information will be written to the chip? How will DOTM verify that the information 

stored in the chip tallies with the information printed on card? 

Purchaser’s Response: The information to be written in the chip and the tallying of the information with 

the printed information will be handled by the personalization and verification system. The bidder does 

not need to cater to that functionality.  

Question: 13.  Can we have the brand and model name of smart card chipset ? 

Purchaser’s Response: The bidder can propose brand and model of the chipset.  The purchaser cannot 

mention the name of any particular brand and model in the bid document. Such brand specific requirement 

may restrict competition.  

Question: 14. What is the expected dimension of the clear window on the card? Why is clear Window 

required and necessary?  Is the clear window a must or can be removed in later stages and use an alternative? 

Please clarify in detail on the clear window necessity? Can we use alternative? Our principal company 

would like to modify the graphics written in the tender in order to increase the security level of the card, is 

it acceptable? The manufacturer has worries about the clear/transparent window, regarding the feasibility 
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and the space available. Our principal company is certain that if they have any freedom in the design, then 

they could propose something even more highly secure instead, with adequate function 

Purchaser’s Response: The bidder/supplier shall replicate the clear window in exactly the same 

dimensions as in the cards being used by the purchaser at the present. Interested bidders can obtain sample 

cards from the purchaser. Clear window has been provisioned for ensuring the optical quality of the 

polycarbonate material used for the cards. At present, clear window is a mandatory requirement specified 

by the purchaser. The security features existing in the present card are not modifiable.  

Question: 15. Qualification Criteria number 3: Information like mailing address, telephone number are 

considered confidential and bidder might be able to provide such information. Is there an alternative 

method? Please advise. Kindly remove the "contract amount". 

Purchaser’s Response: The mailing address of the clients and the quantities of goods (cards) supplied to 

them need to be furnished by the bidder. The purchaser, being a government agency will take due care to 

ensure that the confidentiality of the clients will be fully protected. Kindly see the Addenda notice regarding 

this requirement.  

Question: 16. Can you please share the cost estimate for this bid? Please specify contract Value? For 14 

Lakh Polycarbonate cards EMD should not exceed 2% of contract value.  

Purchaser’s Response: No. The prevailing public procurement law of Nepal does not allow the purchaser 

to disclose the estimate amount for the planned procurement.  

Question: 17. Can it be in EURO currency instead of USD? 

Purchaser’s Response: Provisions regarding currencies of Bid are inserted in respective places of the Bid 

document . Kindly see, Page No. 19-20 (Number 16 of ITB : Currencies of the Bid) for your reference.  

Question: 18. Chip production time: The production time for the required specified contact chip module is 

at least 12 weeks (90 days), which is of course followed by the chip embedding process than shipment time. 

That is why our principal company believes that the stated delivery deadline (90 days) will not be feasible 

unfortunately. 

Purchaser’s Response: The delivery deadline depends upon the urgency on the part of the purchaser. 

Bidders/suppliers are expected to plan the supply chain, manufacturing and delivery schedule accordingly.  

mailto:info@dotm.gov.np
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Question: 19. What about the delivery time, could you extend some more days please. It takes time to 

procure required materials Please allow partial deliveries and extend required delivery period. Delivery 

schedule to be linked with card design approval and not the date of contract signing. Due to artwork design 

(with security features and the images of coat of arms, we believe the delivery schedule should start from 

the date of approval instead of date of LC/contract signing. 

Purchaser’s Response: The delivery time is set at 90 days maximum from the date of signing the contract. 

Existing art work will be used. On the date of the contract, the purchaser will provide soft copy of the art 

work along with the images that need to be inserted. The supplier should complete everything starting from 

the approval of the design to final production and delivery within the stipulated time.  Special conditions 

under which time extension can be done are stated in the Bid document and the Addenda notice.  

 Question: 20.Existing Art Work: Front and Rear Views, Line 7. Diffractive Optically Variable Image 

Device is required. Furthermore, according to the picture of the rear of the card, Optically Variable Image 

Device covers almost 8 cm of the card. a. Please confirm if shorter (e.g. 4 cm) Optically Variable Image 

Device is acceptable. 

Purchaser’s Response: To maintain a consistency in the design and layout of the driving licenses being 

issued by the Government, the position and size of DOVID shall be same as that of the existing card.  

Question: 21. On the backside it is written: DOVID --> does it mean a hologram or anything with 

holographic feature? Please confirm. 

Purchaser’s Response: Generally, a hologram is a kind of diffractive optically variable image device but 

all such devices are not hologram. To maintain consistency of design, the same pattern of DOVID will have 

to be reproduced in the cards to be supplied to the purchaser. Details regarding the DOVID pattern will be 

provided to the successful bidder.  

Question: 22. Why there is a need to integrate to EDLVRS since this tender is just to supply Driving License 

cards? 

Purchaser’s Response: Yes the bid is meant for supply of the cards. Though integration with EDLVRS is 

not a performance required from the bidder, experience of the bidder in system integration in similar 

projects will be an advantage. Such experience is expected to make the bidder more capable of addressing 

the problems that may arise during personalization of the cards in a new system. Kindly see the Addenda 

notice. 
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Question: 23.Who is your previous card manufacturer and supplier? 

Purchaser’s Response: Madras Security Printers, Chennai, India 

Question: 24. Why is home country reference excluded for use in this tender? 

Purchaser’s Response: International experience in supply and delivery of such cards and in 

implementation of such systems will make the bidder more capable of smoothly handling the supply and 

delivery of such products to another country. Such experience will also show the international reputation 

and credibility of the bidder.  

Question: 25. Sales Performance: it is stated that minimum 7 million smart card supply history is required 

in the last 3 years, however, UBIVELOX had only performed 2.5 million pcs. We would like to know 

whether 2.5 million pcs of manufacturing performance is acceptable or not? 

Purchaser’s Response: Kindly see the Addenda notice. The qualification criteria stated in the Bid 

document have to be met by the bidder.  

Question: 26. The document is indicated that supplier needs to have experience in implementing a smart 

card -based diving license business in more than 2 countries. We would like to know whether experienced 

one country is acceptable or not. 

Purchaser’s Response: Kindly see the Addenda notice. The qualification criteria stated in the Bid 

document have to be met by the bidder.  

Question: 27. Accept bidders’ experience of supplying any type of smart cards (PVC, Polycarbonate or any 

other). Allowing bidders based on one specific type of cards is unintentionally favoring specific bidders 

and restricting other capable bidders from participation. 

Purchaser’s Response: Both types of experience have been stated in the bid document.  Experience in 

supply of polycarbonate cards is essential in a bid that is meant for supply of polycarbonate driving license 

cards. Such experience can be of significance for ensuring quality of the product. Kindly see the criteria 1 

and 6 in page number 49 of the Bid document along with the Addenda notice.  

Question: 28. Since it is only supply of smart cards and not card personalization, please consider experience 

of any national ID instead of only "smart card based Driving License projects. This will encourage wider 

participation from eligible bidders. 
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Purchaser’s Response: This issue related to experience of personalization or system management has been 

addressed by the amendments. Kindly see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 29. Please confirm that National Identity, Driving License, Vehicle Registration, Health cards 

or similar polycarbonate smart cards are meant under the definition “same/similar goods”. 

Purchaser’s Response: Qualification criterion 1 (page number 49 of the Bid document) relates to any kind 

of smart ID cards (generally issued by the government or public entities) while qualification criterion 6 

(page number 49) relates specifically to polycarbonate based smart driving licenses. Also see the Addenda 

notice.  

Question: 30. It is extremely strange why such requirement is laid down, as scope of this project does not 

include implementation of a smart driving license project. This project includes manufacturing of 1.400.000 

of Driving License Smart Cards only Please eliminate Clause 6 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda notice. The concern has been addressed.  

Question: 31. Since DoTM has itself started issuing cards during the last 5 years, we request you to consider 

as " The bidder should have supplied minimum 7 milion smart cards during he last (5) years for government 

identification projects( National Identity, Driving License, Vehicle Registration, Health cards o similar 

smart cards)" 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 32. Kindly accept the signed delivery notes as a work completion certificate. 

Purchaser’s Response: If the signed delivery note contains all the details regarding the product, supplier,  

purchaser, contract reference and time duration  and if the note carries same force as work completion 

certificate in the concerned country, such note may be accepted as  Work Completion Certificate.  

Question: 33. What about the work experience certificate? Sometimes customers do not issue it due to 

security reasons but if you get screening they will of course reply to you. 

Purchaser’s Response: Experience certificates need to be submitted as specified in the Bid document. The 

purchaser will not have enough time and resources to do independent screening for all documents during 

evaluation of bids. However, screening will be done if the purchaser finds some reasonable grounds to do 

so.  
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Question: 34. Can you consider without prior experience with polycarbonate card supply? 

Purchaser’s Response: Kindly refer criterion number 6 (page number 49) of the Bid document along with 

relevant amendment in Addenda Notice. We cannot consider the bid if the criterion is not met. 

Question: 35. We consider Card Data Security very important. So, we propose DoTM to use HSM to 

store Secret Keys. HSM shall be defined as mandatory requirement. 

Purchaser’s Response: Though HSM has not been expressly mentioned as a mandatory, bidders may 

propose such component subject to the condition that it will be compatible with the existing personalization 

system and card reading system being used by the purchaser. Successful bidder will provided opportunity 

to study and analyze the personalization system of the purchaser.  

Question: 36. In order to ensure a fair opportunity and competition for all participants in the above 

mentioned tender, we kindly ask you to permit the amendment of ISO 14001 comparable certificates from 

official government authorities, confirming the maintenance of good environmental conditions equivalents 

to the requested ISO 14001. Change request: Kindly change to ISO 14001 certificate or equivalent standard 

certificate signed from Government Authority. 

Purchaser’s Response: The certificates should be issued by Accredited Certifying Bodies.  

Question: 37. Does DOTM expect Bidder to comply to ISO18013-Part 1, ISO18013-Part 2 and 

ISO18013-Part 3 standard for the Driving License? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: Bidder should primarily comply with ISO 18013-1 (Physical characteristics and 

basic data set) and also comply with ISO 18013-2 (machine readable technologies) and ISO 18013-3 access 

control, authentication and integrity validation as far as the provisions are relevant to the card manufacturer. 

Other provisions will be complied with during the personalization process,  

Question: 38. There are ISO/IEC 14298 and ISO/IEC 27001 certifications at the central bank level in the 

document. We would like to know whether these two certifications are mandatory or not? 

Purchaser’s Response: Yes both the certifications are mandatory. Kindly see the Addenda Notice.   

 

Question: 39. Please accordingly amend the Clause 4 of the Qualification Criteria to read as “ISO/IEC 

14298 with Governmental level certification” 
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Purchaser’s Response: Kindly see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 40. With newer technology, should DoTM consider minimum Java Version of 3.0.5? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: To maintain continuity and consistency in the driving licenses and the license 

reading application, the Java Version has been set at 3.0.5 

 

Question: 41. Is bidder required to supply Key Management System? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: The Key Management System will be a part of personalization process. 

Question: 42. Can you please confirm that Letter of Credit is opened immediately after contract signing? 

Purchaser’s Response: Yes.  

Question: 43. Is it compulsory to submit PAN/VAT registration certificate as it is not applicable in 

Malaysia? Can we submit another equivalent document in replacement of this? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: PAN stands for Permanent Account Number and is a kind of identification number 

assigned to a taxpayer by the tax authority. VAT stands for Value Added Tax system that is in force in 

Nepal and the taxpayers whose transactions are above certain thresholds need to register themselves under 

the VAT system. Therefore international bidder needs to submit the equivalent documents used in its 

country. Every country has a system to assign identification to its tax payers (like the PAN), the system of 

Goods and Services Tax (like VAT) may be different.  Bidders will have to submit whatever documents 

are applicable in their respective countries.  

 

Question: 44. Is the applet (Debit, Credit, Traffic fine) considered as additional applet? Does DoTM have 

such applet? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: Right now DoTM does not have such applet. In future, the department may use 

such applet. The cards should be able to support such applet.  

 

Question: 45. Card Body Material; there are better materials than Polycarbonate type like Melinex, 

& PETG, PTEF. So how about if you also include that type to give wide range of opportunity for 

many suppliers to participate instead of selective one 

 

Purchaser’s Response: At present the purchaser has decided to continue with polycarbonate 

material.  
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Question: 46. How does DOTM intend to personalize this card? Will DOTM be using existing Perso-

System or New System? The DOTM expect SDK/ Applet from Bidder? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: DoTM will use its existing personalization system.  

 

Question: 47. Do you have your own personalization machine? If Yes please name the make brand and 

model to analyze the compatibility. 

Purchaser’s Response: MATICA S6200LX Mass Printer 

Question: 48. In this regard, we would like to confirm if you want personalizing colorful card holder images 

with inkjet or thermal transfer technologies. 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda Notice. The technology options for printing/inserting color 

photo has been kept open subject to compatibility with the existing personalization equipment being used 

by the department (MATICA S6200LX Mass Printer) 

Question: 49. According Technical Specifications, Clause 10, Card Personalization, the card should support 

laser engraving of photo in gray scale and color : a. What technology is employed by Ministry of Physical 

Infrastructure and Transport, Department of Transport Management for color personalization?  What 

equipment is utilized by Ministry of Physical Infrastructure and Transport, Department of Transport 

Management for color personalization? 

 

Purchaser’s Response: At present the department is using laser engraving (gray scale) as well as color 

printing (thermal transfer) for personalizing photo of the card holder. 

 

Question: 50. We believe just the cards compatible with laser engraved color portrait won't suffice and 

needs compatible perso-system as well. We request DOTM to reconsider this and revise the submission 

date accordingly 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 51. On the ground that color engraving is only available through proprietary technology and that 

the Driving license currently issued by DoTM is personalized by laser only could the requirement be 

clarified/ amended as follows<< The card should support laser engraving of text and photo in gray scale. 

This is a Gemalto or Idemia proprietary feature.  Generally, for laser engraving of photo in color, the printer 
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shall be qualified and personalization software to be custom developed. Please confirm the availability of 

such systems accordingly. Bidders can share their respective specifications for personalization system. 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda Notice. The topic has been addressed. 

Question: 52. Obtaining local partner in Nepal itself will not be possible. Therefore, please consider 

experience of any one (01) of the JV partners to fulfill these criteria. 

Purchaser’s Response: The bidder needs to have a local agent in Nepal. Having a Nepalese partner is not 

mandatory.  

Question: 53. In case of JV, Document says all partners must meet the supply in 3 countries requirement, 

is it correct? How about if sum of total of JV partners fulfill this requirement or either partner fulfill this 

requirements? 

Purchaser’s Response: Please see the Addenda Notice. The amended requirement needs to be fulfilled by 

at least one partner.  

Question: 54. According to the ITB 12.1 (h), the bidder shall provide: “Sample(s) of Pre-personalized 

Driving License Smart Card meeting the technical specifications given in Section with test report issued by 

the authorized third party”. We draw your attention that results of the tests of government ID documents 

shall be carried out only with concrete and final products, meaning that only after manufacturing the 

particular driver’s licences such tests shall be available. 

Purchaser’s Response: The provisions regarding sample cards have been amended. Please see the 

Addenda Notice 

Question: 55. We believe features refer to security features only. Can we supply multiple sample cards 

jointly covering these security features? Please confirm. 

Purchaser’s Response: The provisions regarding sample cards have been amended. Please see the 

Addenda Notice 

Question :56. 4.) The Chips supplier will take time to make the sample chips as per the Tender 

Specification.  Then the cards have to be delivered  on time by courier to Nepal,  in this Covid -19 

situation. So please extend the sample submission date for another 30 days from the bid submission 

deadline. The additional timeframe extended would be helpful to work for better sample ( i,e 31 

September, 2020, if possible ) 
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Purchaser’s Response: The provisions regarding sample cards have been amended. Please see the 

Addenda Notice 

Question: 57. Sample card production: Please confirm if print ready artwork will be supplied for us to 

produce sample cards with our tender response. We would not be able to produce custom government ID 

cards without proper artwork. If you are not able to provide print ready artwork, please confirm if we can 

use generic sample artwork that incorporates the same features requested in the Bid document 

Purchaser’s Response: The provisions regarding sample cards have been amended. Please see the 

Addenda Notice. The purchaser (Department) will provide print ready artwork to successful bidder at the 

time of contract.  

Question: 58. Please provide "Clear and elaborate details of scope of work"; 1. Is it only supply of smart 

card and printer or 2.  Personalization of cards as well? 3. Does bidder need to personalize cards as well? 

If yes, clarify if it is; 4. Centralized card printing or card printing at multiple locations? 2. Do we also 

need to provide manpower for frontend services also? 

Purchaser’s Response: The bid is for supply and delivery of smart cards for driving license not for 

personalization machine or software. The department personalizes the cards at its central facility.  

Question 59. S.N.4 refers to Write Endurance of Chip. Not sure this statement is correct 

Purchaser’s Response: This error has been rectified, please see the Addenda Notice.  

Question: 60. Let us know the required number of cards/samples for this exercise. Kindly please let us 

know the cost per prevailing rules of the Government of Nepal regarding Travelling and Daily Allowance. 

Then, we can plan the cost accordingly. 

Purchaser’s Response: Two hundred cards will be randomly selected from the lot of 1,400,000 cards for 

lab testing purpose.  

The daily allowance for the employees of Government of Nepal, during foreign visit can range from 150 

to 240 US$ per day depending upon the rank of the officials and the country of visit.  

Question: 61. What is the Compliance Test or Test Standard of Driving License Smart Card expected by 

DoTM. Besides peel strength and card durability test results,  what other type of test is expected of the test 

report for the sample cards? 
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Purchaser’s Response: Test including the following will be conducted as per ISO/IEC 7810, ISO/IEC 

18013 and prevailing international standardized test methods.  

1. Card Material Identification Test for ensuring that the material is polycarbonate,  

2. Physical Tests (dimensions, edge irregularities, chip to card bond strength, peel strength, tear 

strength and flex strength) 

3. Quality of Rainbow Printing and Continuous Guilloche and security features (OVI, DoVID, Micro 

text,),  

4. Tests of contacts for dimensions and locations, interface with microprocessor, surface profile, 

mechanical Strength, electrical surface resistance,    

5. Tests of contact IC for electrical resistance, response, proximity operation 

 

Question: 62. Does supplier must include VAT to our price? 

Purchaser’s Response: Bidder shall quote the CIP as per the Price Schedule 1 in page 65 of the Bid 

document. Applicable custom duties and Value Added Tax on import will not be included in the CIP.  
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